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[TRANSLATION – TRADUCTION]

AMENDMENT TO THE ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL BETWEEN THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG AND THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC RELATING TO SCIENTIFIC 
AND UNIVERSITY COOPERATION, DONE AT PARIS, ON 20 MARCH 2018

The Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, of the one part, and
The Government of the French Republic, of the other part,
Hereinafter referred to as “the Parties”;
Considering the Cultural Agreement signed on 8 February 1954 between the Government of 

the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, of the one part, and the Government of the French Republic, of 
the other part;

Considering the arrangements for implementation of that Cultural Agreement specified in the 
Protocol of 30 October 1975;

Considering the Additional Protocol relating to university cooperation between the 
Government of the French Republic and the Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, 
signed in Luxembourg on 1 July 2010;

Considering the Joint Declaration of European Ministers of Education adopted in Bologna on 
19 June 1999, aimed at the promotion of mobility with particular attention to access to study, 
training opportunities for students and promotion of the necessary European dimensions in higher 
education, particularly with regard to inter-institutional cooperation;

Considering the Budapest-Vienna Declaration of 12 March 2010 on the European Higher 
Education Area;

Considering Directive 2005/36/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of the 
European Union dated 7 September 2005 concerning the recognition of professional 
qualifications;

Considering the amended law of 27 June 2018 on the organization of the University of 
Luxembourg;

Considering the Cooperation Agreement of 19 February 2013 between the French Agence 
Nationale de la Recherche and the Luxembourg Fonds National de la Recherche;

Considering the long-standing cooperation between the Parties in the area of research and 
higher education, and particularly in the area of medical studies, and desiring to extend and 
strengthen scientific and university cooperation between their two countries;

Considering that Luxembourg institutions of higher education do not offer complete basic 
medical training;

Considering their shared interest in continuing their long-standing university cooperation 
regarding medical studies and nursing care;

Considering the Framework Agreement of 21 November 2016 between the Government of 
the French Republic and the Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg on transborder 
cooperation in health matters;
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Considering the Additional Protocol between the Government of the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg and the Government of the French Republic relating to scientific and university 
cooperation, done at Paris on 20 March 2018, and in particular article 7 thereof;

The Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and the Government of the French 
Republic have agreed to make the following amendments to the Additional Protocol of 
20 March 2018:

Article 1

Article 2 of the 2018 Protocol shall now read as follows:

Article 2. University cooperation

(1) Each year, medical students at the University of Luxembourg who meet the entry by 
dossier requirements of the University of Luxembourg and who are proficient in French and 
German may, after completing their first year of medicine, continue their studies with a view to 
obtaining general and then advanced general training diplomas in medicine and general and then 
advanced general diplomas in odontology at the University of Lorraine, the University of 
Strasbourg, Paris V (now known as the University of Paris) or Paris VI (now known as the 
Sorbonne University). These students shall be selected by the University of Luxembourg from 
among the students in their year who completed their first year of medicine and who passed the 
practical tests that follow the year-end ranking examination, after which places shall be assigned 
in order of merit based on the overall average. These students may then sit the admission tests for 
postgraduate studies.

(2) Each year, medical students who have successfully completed their third year at the 
University of Luxembourg may continue their studies with a view to obtaining the advanced 
diploma in medical studies at the University of Lorraine, the University of Strasbourg, Paris V 
(now known as the University of Paris) or Paris VI (now known as the Sorbonne University). 
These students may then sit the admission tests for postgraduate studies.

(3) The Parties shall explore ways to enhance health-care training exchanges, including by 
accepting students enrolled in various nursing courses to undergo training. The Nursing Training 
Institutes (IFSI), the University of Lorraine and the University of Strasbourg, which provide 
various nursing courses, have offered to accept students from Luxembourg each year. The number 
of places shall be determined in consultation with the Parties. The University of Luxembourg has 
offered to accept French students for its bachelor’s nursing courses as soon as they are up and 
running. The number of places shall be determined in consultation with the Parties.

(4) The procedures for the admission to and distribution among the French universities 
involved of the students covered by paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article shall be established under 
specific inter-university agreements concluded between the University of Luxembourg and the 
French universities involved.

The Parties shall continue their discussions concerning the contribution of Luxembourg to the 
costs of clinical training for medical students in the third year of the bachelor of medicine 
programme at the University of Luxembourg.
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Article 2

Article 5 of the 2018 Protocol shall now read as follows:

Article 5. Hospital and university cooperation

Hospital establishments in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg shall contribute to the medical 
training provided in France by accepting, for training in their facilities, students who are studying 
for an advanced training diploma and, for fixed-term contracts, postgraduate students who have 
done all their training in France. The operational arrangements for such hospital and university 
cooperation (distribution and financing) shall be established in specific agreements concluded 
between the French universities and the hospital establishments of the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg.

Hospital establishments in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, together with French hospital 
establishments in the Grand Est region, shall develop a framework for accepting students enrolled 
in various nursing courses to undergo training, in consultation with the authorities of France and 
Luxembourg responsible for training programmes, and with the involvement of the relevant 
education establishments.

Article 3

This amendment shall enter into force on the date of receipt, through the diplomatic channel, 
of the last notification by which the Parties inform each other of the completion of the internal 
procedures required for its entry into force.

DONE at Esch-sur-Alzette, on 19 October 2021, in two copies in the French language, both 
texts being equally authentic.

For the Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg:
CLAUDE MEISCH

Minister of Higher Education and Research

For the Government of the French Republic:
CLÉMENT BEAUNE

Secretary of State to the Minister for Europe and Foreign Affairs, 
responsible for European Affairs


